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Abstract
The total amount of data in the world has been increasing
rapidly. However, the increase of data storage capacity is
much slower than that of data generation. How to store and
archive such a huge amount of data becomes critical and
challenging. Synthetic Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) storage
is one of the promising candidates with high density and longterm preservation for archival storage systems. The existing
works have focused on the achievable feasibility of a small
amount of data when using DNA as storage. In this paper,
we investigate the scalability and potentials of DNA storage
when a huge amount of data, like all available data from the
world, is to be stored. First, we investigate the feasible storage
capability that can be achieved in a single DNA pool/tube
based on current and future technologies. Then, the indexing
of DNA storage is explored. Finally, the metadata overhead
based on future technology trends is also investigated.

1

Introduction

The amount of the whole world’s digital data has been increasing immensely. It is predicted that it will reach 175
Zettabyte (ZB) in 2025 by the International Data Corporation
(IDC) [1]. To store data persistently, many types of storage
devices have been exploited for decades such as Hard-Disk
Drive and Solid-State Drive [2, 3]. With the exponentially
increased data amount, the demand for storage capacity to
hold them is also rapidly increased. To satisfy such a capacity requirement, new types of storage devices like Shingled
Magnetic Recording (SMR) [4, 5] and Interlaced Magnetic
Recording (IMR) [6, 7] disks have emerged. In addition to
them, magnetic tape [8], the traditional storing media, still has
a considerable market portion for archiving data. However,
the capacity of existing storage media is not keeping up with
the growth rate of digital data created.
To satisfy the demand for storing the increased data amount,
DNA as a storage medium has been becoming an attractive
choice due to its high spatial density and long durability. The

DNA storage can achieve a theoretical density of 455 EB/g [9]
and has a long-lasting property of several centuries [10, 11].
These characteristics of DNA storage make it a great candidate for archival storage. Many research studies focused on
several research directions including encoding/decoding associated with error correction schemes [11–18], DNA storage
systems with microfluidic platforms [19–21], and applications
such as database on top of DNA storage [9]. Moreover, several survey papers [22, 23] on DNA storage mainly focused
on the technology reviews of how to store data in DNA (in
vivo or in vitro) including the encoding/decoding and synthesis/sequencing processes. In fact, the major focus of these
studies was to demonstrate the feasibility of DNA storage
with a small amount of digital data. The scalability of DNA
storage to hold a vast amount of data is missing in these
studies.
In this paper, we first briefly introduce the current technologies to convert digital data to DNA data and the biochemical
factors that comprise the DNA storage. Then, according to the
current DNA technologies, we build an in-house DNA storage
model to investigate the trade-offs between these biochemical
parameters/factors for holding a vast amount of digital data.
After that, we discuss the scalability issues of DNA storage for
storing the whole world’s data. We mainly focus on answering these three questions: I. What is the capacity of a single
isolated DNA pool/tube? And how biochemical parameters
affect the capacity? II. How to efficiently index the whole
world’s data in DNA storage? III. With future technologies
under development, how these improved technologies can
affect the capacity of future DNA storage?

2

Background

In this section, we introduce the basic steps for storing and
retrieving digital data to and from DNA storage, respectively.
We will first discuss various biochemical factors and parameters in these steps. We will especially focus on the factors
that affect the scalability of DNA storage.
In DNA, Nucleotides are the small molecules that are fun-

Figure 1: Basic steps of DNA storage.

Figure 2: Detailed sequencing process.

damental building blocks of DNA. There are four types of
nucleotides: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G), and
Thymine (T). DNA strand is a DNA sequence of several nucleotides. Each DNA nucleotide (nt) refers to a ‘base pair
(bp)’ used in the following sections.
DNA synthesis (write): To store digital data in DNA, we
must first transform digital data into DNA sequences. This
process is called encoding. Theoretically, we can encode
two digital bits per one nucleotide by the Quaternary system. We refer to the number of bits per base pair as encoding density. Due to the biochemical limitation and internal indexing overhead (i.e., offset and length), most existing works [11, 16, 17, 20, 24–29] have the encoding densities
smaller than 2.
We can chemically synthesize a DNA sequence nucleotide
by nucleotide as designs [30, 31]. Current technologies can
synthesize a DNA strand up to 3,000 bp [32–34]. However,
when the length is increased, the error rate happening on each
nucleotide bind is also exponentially increased [17, 26, 32, 34,
35]. Due to these reasons, the majority of the existing works
for DNA storage use 150~300 bp length of a DNA strand.
To deal with the potential errors existed in DNA strands, using Error Correction Codes (ECCs) to ensure the data intactness is inevitable. Thus, some redundant information needs
to be added to DNA strands to achieve error correction. In
general, in ECC, the more redundancy, the more tolerant of
errors it will be. There are two approaches to adding redundancy for error correction purpose. One is adding the ECC
within a DNA strand, and the other is, like Redundant Array
of Independent Disks (RAID) system, to store redundant data
across DNA strands. Both of them achieve the same purpose
of recovering errors occurred in DNA strands, but induce a
density overhead.
Synthesized DNA strands can be stored in a single isolated pool, and this pool contains a number of different DNA
strands. To achieve random access [26] from different DNA
strands in the pool, each DNA strand must begin and end with
a primer to achieve Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR [36])

which is used to duplicate targeted DNA strands with this
primer pair. A primer is a short nucleic acid sequence that provides starting and ending points for DNA synthesis. Usually,
the length of a primer is between 18~25 bp [37].
We assume each primer has 20 bp such that theoretically,
the total number of possible primers is 420 . However, the
primer design needs to follow the design guide [37] to avoid
some specific conditions such as too high or low portion of
GC content and long homopolymers. This is why the number
of primers that can be used is much smaller. Being added at
the beginning and the end of a DNA strand, the primer pair
plays a vital role as a data indicator that enables individual
decoding of specific data stored within a single isolated DNA
pool. Therefore, the system has to assign a unique primer
pair to a set of data chunks that we want to randomly access
together. That is, each data chunk stored as a DNA strand, and
the whole set of data chunks/DNA strands can be accessed
together based on the unique primer pair. The basic steps of
DNA processing are depicted in Figure 1. As mentioned before, DNA strands are synthesized and stored in storage such
as a tube with a hydrated form like DNA strands dissolved in
liquid because the liquid form is easier to handle than a solid
form like powder.
DNA sequencing (read): We assume that the data have been
synthesized and stored in a single isolated DNA pool/tube,
which means that millions of different DNA strands are mixed
in one tube. The detailed sequencing process of DNA storage
is shown in Figure 2. To read out targeted DNA strands (those
synthesized with the same primer pair), the first step is taking
one droplet from the DNA tube to amplify the targeted DNA
strands via PCR. During the PCR, it takes a specific primer
pair as input and duplicates DNA strands with this primer pair.
Generally, the PCR process is iterated for multiple cycles to
accumulate enough of the targeted DNA strands. After that, a
sample of DNA strands is sent to a sequencing machine for
the sequencing process. There are several sequencing techniques including Sanger sequencing [38], Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS) [39, 40], and Nanopore Technologies [41].
Different sequencing technologies have different sequencing
latencies and error rates. These sequenced DNA strands from
the sequencing machine are then decoded into the original
digital data. During the decoding, the ECC codes are essential
because the sequencing process is also error-prone. Finally,
the internal index in DNA strands will help identify the targeted DNA strands.

3

DNA Storage Investigation

In this section, we mainly investigate the scalability of DNA
storage based on current technologies which include the capacity of a single DNA pool and the total number of DNA
pools needed to store the whole world’s data. We assume
that the DNA storage implementation is PCR-based random
access [26].

Table 1: The default parameters used in the DNA storage

Figure 3: DNA strand format with Parallel Factor (PF).

3.1

DNA Strand Format and Configuration

We look into different factors that can affect the capacity of
DNA storage, such as errors, DNA strand length, and encoding density. Basically, one DNA strand contains four fields:
primer, index, payload, ECC, and primer as shown in Figure 3.
A pair of primers attached to the head and the tail of a DNA
strand are used to achieve random access in DNA storage.
As explained in the previous section, due to the biochemical
limitations such as hairpin, cross/self dimer, and GC Content [26, 37, 42], not all primers can directly be used. Even
though the length of a primer is subject to some constraints in
real experiments, for the sake of simplicity, we use a generallyused fixed length of 20 bp as the default primer length in this
paper. Therefore, according to the existing work [26], the total
number of primer pairs in the primer library is 14,000 after
the PCR primer design. The maximum number of available
primers may be varied based on the data size (average information size associated with a pair of primers) and the contents
of stored data. The total number of available primer pairs is
decreased generally as the data size increased. As one primer
pair can play a role of an indicator of specific data chunks to
be read out, we define Parallel Factor (PF) referring to the
number of different DNA strands associated with one primer
pair. In other words, the PF indicates the number of different
DNA strands that can be read out with one sequencing process, as described in Figure 3. A larger PF may result in a
smaller maximum number of available primer pairs that can
be used due to the fact that the encoded DNA content may
contain conflicts with some primers.
The payload is the useful information that is encoded from
digital binary values to nucleotides. In one DNA strand, the
size of the useful data is calculated by (Payload length * Encoding density). Therefore, encoding density is one of the
important factors to affect capacity since it indicates how
many digital bits can be stored in one bp. According to previous work [11, 16, 17, 20, 24–29], the encoding densities are
varied from 0.29 to 1.94 based on different coding schemes.
The ECC field is used to recover any errors induced by the
synthesis and sequencing processes. In general, a longer DNA
strand will cause a higher error rate, which needs a stronger
ability of ECC codes. It means we need to have a higher ECC
ratio and thus results in less payload information in DNA
strands and lower encoding density. In this paper, we simply
set the ECC ratio to 15% as a default based on the paper [26],
which uses a Reed–Solomon encoding scheme.

Total data in world (ZB) in 2020
DNA Strand Length(bp)
Primer length (bp)
Coding Density
ECC ratio (Logical redundancy)
Tube size (mL)
Droplet size (mL)
Max DNA solubility in liquid (mg/mL)
Total number of primer pairs in library
Parallel Factor (PF)
# of DNA copies required by PCR (20 - 25 cycles)

3.2

44 [1]
300
20
0.29 - 1.94
15% [26]
1.7
0.001
500 [44–46]
14,000 [26]
1.55 ∗ 106 [25, 26]
1000

DNA Storage Modeling

Based on the current technologies, the default parameters are
summarized in Table 1. To calculate the capacity of one DNA
storage tube, following the read process in Section 2, one
droplet from a DNA tube is taken, and the target data in this
droplet is read out. Therefore, the droplet should contain all
the same data as in the tube. Based on parameters in Table 1
including the maximum solubility of DNA in liquid and DNA
calculator [43], we can calculate how many DNA strands that
can be dissolved in the droplet. The maximum solubility of
DNA in liquid denoted by Max Solubility1 describes how
many DNA strands (by weight) can be dissolved in liquid,
which is shown as 500 mg/mL2 in Table 1. Then, if we follow
the requirement of PCR and bio restriction such as the number
of DNA copies for PCR (1000), PF (106 ), etc., the total number of different DNA strands in one droplet can be computed.
At the same time, based on DNA length (300 bp), coding
density (maximum 1.94), primer length, and ECC ratio, we
can obtain how much useful information can be stored in one
DNA strand as shown in Eq. (1). Finally, the total capacity of
one DNA tube is computed by the number of different DNA
strands multiplying the payload information per DNA strand,
which is about 660 GB per tube. To store the whole world’s
data 44 ZB (the amount of digital data today), we need more
than 7 ∗ 1011 tubes.
LDNA = L primer ∗ 2 + LECC + L payload + Lindex

3.3

(1)

Scalability of Single DNA Pool

Obviously, according to the analysis in Section 3.2, the capacity of 660 GB per tube in DNA storage is too small for
archival systems since the current disk drives like SMR drives
have reached a storage capacity of 16 TB per drive. Therefore,
we need to investigate the possibilities of DNA storage based
on future technologies.
According to the discussion in Section 3.1, the DNA storage capacity can be affected by many factors such as DNA
1 The

data in the Max Solubility case can be read out after proper dilution.
solubility is varied based on temperature, PH value, DNA length,
liquid chemical element, etc. [44–46]. We use 500 mg/mL in this paper and
the total capacity of a tube is proportional to the solubility.
2 The

Figure 4: Total capacity in one tube as varying PF.
strand length, ECC ratio, encoding density, and PF. We assume that some of the factors influencing the capacity can be
scaled up based on the on-going development of biological
technologies. These factors also have an effect on each other
when scaling up. We introduce these trade-offs when scaling
each factor in the following paragraphs.
Two cases are investigated for the capacity of a single DNA
pool. The first one is Max Solubility that indicates the theoretical maximum number of DNA strands in one tube so that
the capacity calculated by using the max solubility is an upper
bound of DNA storage. The other one is PrimerB based on a
practical assumption and the current technologies in Table 1.
The existing works (b1 [26], b2 [20], b3 [24], b4 [25] and
b5 [17]) are also plotted in the figures.
PF: As discussed in Section 3.1 and the work [26], when
scaling up PF value, the number of available primer pairs is
decreased, but the total amount of different DNA strands is increased in one tube. Moreover, the length of internal index is
also increased, resulting in less available payload information
in a fixed length DNA strand, but more information can be
read out in one sequencing. Due to the biochemical restriction
(no content can overlap with primers) and synthesis and sequencing practical considerations, the current largest PF value
is about 1.55 ∗ 106 [25, 26]. Assuming the PF value can be
scaled up with future technologies, we vary PF from 1 to 1010 .
As shown in Figure 4, the ‘Max Solubility’ case indicates the
theoretical maximum capacity of DNA storage in one tube,
which is around 75TB. The capacity of the ‘PrimerB’ case is
increased as the increased PF value and finally saturates to
around 75TB at 109 due to the maximum solubility of DNA
in liquid. The existing studies (b1~b5 [17, 20, 24–26]) use
their DNA strand configurations and achieve lower capacities
than ‘PrimerB’ under the same PF values.
DNA strand length: DNA length has a direct impact on
the capacity of DNA storage. When increasing DNA length,
the payload length (Eq. (1)) is proportionally increased in the
ideal case. However, error rates in DNA storage will be higher
with a longer DNA length [34, 35]. Therefore, we must use
a more powerful ECC to recover errors when using a longer
DNA length, resulting in a lower ratio of payload information
in the whole DNA length. In future technologies, we simply
assume that the synthesis and sequencing technologies will
introduce less errors than current technologies and the ECC
ratio will keep the same regardless of the increased DNA

Figure 5: Total capacity with varying DNA strand length.
’currPF’ refers to the current technology with PF=1.55 ∗ 106 .

Figure 6: Total capacity with varying encoding logical density.
length. Figure 5 shows the total capacity varying DNA strand
length when PF is 105 to 109 . All cases follow a similar
trend that the capacity of a tube is increased as increasing the
DNA strand length. A longer DNA strand means that each
strand contains more payload information, and its size has
113 times difference between lengths of 100 and 3,000. Since
a longer DNA strand length decreases the number of DNA
strands in one droplet due to the maximum solubility, the
‘Max Solubility’ only obtains around 2.3x increase from the
DNA length of 100 to 3,000. The ‘PrimerB’ achieves about
2.7x-51x increase because the number of available primers is
decreased as the DNA length increases.
Encoding density: Encoding density has an influence on
other factors. With a higher encoding density, one DNA base
pair can store more digital information. Moreover, under the
same error correction ability, ECC codes with higher encoding
density need fewer base pairs, resulting in a longer payload
length. However, due to the biochemical limitation, a higher
encoding density causes a higher error rate.
We investigate the total capacity of one tube by varying the
density from 0.29 to 2. As shown in Figure 6, as encoding
density increases, the capacity increases about 7.9x-12.3x,
which is higher than the density increase (6.9x from 0.29 to
2). The reason is that a higher density not only increases the
payload information but also shrinks the length of the internal
index, thus further improves the capacity.
Maximum capacity: If we take the aggressive future technology configuration (coding density 2, PF = 109 , and DNA
strand length of 3,000), the total capacity of a tube is about
90 TB, and we need 5 ∗ 108 tubes to store the current whole
world’s data (44 ZB), which is about 1400x reduction com-

Figure 7: Total number of physical tubes to store the whole
world’s data.

Figure 8: Indexing scheme for the Block-based scenario.

Figure 9: Indexing scheme for the Object-based scenario.

pared to that with the current technology. To store future
world’s data (175 ZB in 2025 [1]), we need about 2 ∗ 109
tubes.

4

Indexing of DNA Storage

Based on the discussion in Section 3.3, more than 1011 tubes
are needed for storing the whole world’s data, as shown in
Figure 7. Therefore, how to index stored data can be a critical issue. In this section, we investigate two scenarios of
DNA storage indexing by using simple schemes to discuss
the indexing overhead of DNA storage.
First, we investigate two scenarios. One is to use the DNA
storage as a block I/O device, which means that we capture
and store data based on its offset, denoted by Block-based. In
this scenario, we can recover all digital data by retrieving all
data from DNA storage. The other one is to use DNA storage
as an object storage device, which means that we can search
and retrieve data based on its Global Unique ID (GUID) or
its key, denoted by Object-based.
For the Block-based implementation, a straightforward two-

tier indexing/mapping scheme is used to include both internal
and external indexes. Since a primer pair in a tube can be
adapted to many different DNA strands, similar to [26], the
internal indexing is used to identify one or several target DNA
strands depending on the index field of a DNA strand. First,
we directly compute the tube number and then find out the
target primer pairs according to the external indexing table,
as shown in Figure 8. After that, the DNA strands associated
with the target primer pairs are amplified and decoded. Finally,
based on the internal indexing, we can decode DNA strands
and read the target data out.
For the Object-based implementation, as seen in Figure 9,
there is a global external indexing table to indicate the tube
number and the primer pair of the target GUID/key. Once
getting this information, the sequencing process is the same
as that of the Block-based version to read the data out. Finally, depending on internal indexing (start and end index
information), we can find the data of the target GUID or the
key.
To investigate the overhead of indexing metadata for both
Block- and Object-based implementations, we scale different
factors considering the future biological technologies. As
discussed in Section 3.3, the DNA strand length and PF value
have a significant influence on the DNA storage capacity. So,
we scale the PF from 1 to 1010 and DNA strand length from
100 bp to 5000 bp. We use the maximum encoding density
and assume 15% ECC ratio is adequate in this investigation.
The Object-based implementation uses the average object
sizes of 4KB, 16KB, 1MB, and 4MB.
For the overhead of the indexing metadata for both implementations, Figure 10 and Figure 11 indicate that the Blockbased scheme requires about 1.8TB to 25.8ZB indexing metadata and the Object-based scheme needs around 0.189ZB,
46.7EB, 700PB and 42.3PB with different average sizes of
data objects. We can find that the Block-based implementation
is very sensitive to the PF and DNA strand length. Therefore,
the total indexing metadata is proportional to the number of
tubes, and is equal to the number of tubes multiplied by the
single external indexing table size. On the other hand, the
Object-based implementation achieves similar indexing overhead if the number of GUIDs/keys is the same. However, with
varying the average object sizes, the indexing overhead has
a significant difference. Note that we assume the same total
size.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the scalability of DNA storage
based on current technologies and discuss the bottlenecks
when storing the whole world’s data in DNA storage. We also
identify a few future research issues. We evaluate the potential
of DNA storage as a good and reliable alternative for longterm data archive storage in the future. As research of DNA
storage progresses, to store the whole world’s data, the future

Figure 10: Overall indexing overhead for Block based implementation with future technologies.

to deal with this noise? If we do some post-operation to remove or purify the target DNA strands, how do we tolerate
those long update/write latencies?
The long latency of write and read of DNA storage may
be a critical issue of using DNA storage as well. Based on
the current synthesizing and sequencing technologies, the latencies of write and read may reach to hours, which is not
tolerable even for archival storage systems. From the storage
system research point of view, we have used tiered storage for
the combination of fast and slow storage devices. However,
whether or not we can successfully adapt DNA storage into
our traditional tiered storage systems remains to be investigated. Unlike other traditional systems, any tiered storage
including DNA storage should tolerate much more computing
or access time. Therefore, this property of DNA storage may
provide an opportunity to propose a new type of tiered storage
system specially designed for DNA storage.
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Discussion Topics

DNA storage is a promising storage device, but many issues
still need to be dissolved. We point out several main concerns
below.
What will the DNA storage look like in the future? How
will the whole system be implemented? The PurpleDrop and
puddle [19, 47] provide a good example of the whole system
end-to-end. However, there might be some potential issues
raised. For example, for each read, we need to consume one
droplet and will wash it away after reading the data. As a
result, the DNA storage will have a limited number of reads,
which is similar to the limited P/E cycles of SSDs. When do
we need to replenish the DNA pool? And by how much? Reducing the number of read operations seems to be important.
Moreover, there is still a possibility of insertion or update
operations even though it is used for archival storage. This
involves a chemical reaction to convert digital values to DNA
nucleotides and manipulating DNA strands. Can we do inplace update directly in a DNA pool, or do we need to do
out-of-place updates? Since those chemical reactions need to
add some extra nucleotides in the liquid, it potentially creates
some noise. If we pursue ’real-time’ writes and updates, how
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